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                        CRYPTO SCENE

                        Secure, Convenient, and Fast way
of getting and trading crypto
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            Open account for free and start trading Bitcoin now!

            GET STARTED
        

    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                

                            

                            Buy/Sell Bitcoin

                            Crypto Scene is a place for everyone who wants to easily store and trade crypto currency. The most convenient way to buy bitcoin using an electronic wallet. Instant buy/sell of Bitcoin at fair price is guaranteed. Nothing extra. Join over 2,000,000 users from all over the world satisfied with our services.

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                

                            

                            Bitcoin Trading

                            Advanced order-matching algorithms are backed by unique trade engine. Orderbook liquidity allows to execute high-volume orders and apply market making trading, high frequency trading and scalping strategies. Compliant with security standards, we guarantee safety of your assets and data.

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                Why millions chose Crypto Scene

                
                    	
                            

                            
                                Payment Options

                                Most popular methods: electronic wallets, blockchain, cryptocurrency.

                            

                        
	
                            

                            
                                Strong Security

                                Protection against DDoS attacks, full data encryption, compliant with PCI DSS standards.

                            

                        
	
                            

                            
                                World Coverage

                                Providing services in 100% countries around the globe.

                            

                        


                    	
                            

                            
                                Legal Compliance

                                Registration in Singapore, MSB status in FinCEN, essential licenses and strong relations with banks.

                            

                        
	
                            

                            
                                Margin Trading 

                                1:2 and 1:3 leverages, automatic funds borrowing, no extra accounts needed, negative balance protection.

                            

                        
	
                            

                            
                                Competitive Commissions

                                Reasonable trading fees for takers and makers, special conditions for high volume traders, strong offers for market makers.

                            

                        


                    	
                            

                            
                                Cross-Platform Trading

                                Trading via website, mobile app, WebSocket and REST API. FIX API for institutional traders.

                            

                        
	
                            

                            
                                AI-based assistance

                                AI market predictions with machine learning on big data sets.

                            

                        
	
                            

                            
                                High Liquidity

                                Fast order execution, low spread, access to high liquidity orderbook for top currency pairs.
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                                	Bitcoin Trading
	Dashboard
	Create an account
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                                	Wallet
	Getting Started
	About Us


                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Legal

                                	Terms of Use
	Privacy Policy
	Ethics Policy


                            

                            
                                Partners

                                	Binance
	Icobench
	Cointelegraph
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